Product Name

Buff Pro

Manufacturer

Buff Pro

Part Number

BFP026

Available Pack Sizes
Qualifications

The BuffPro Buffer is the only electrically operated drum style buffer on the market. The BuffPro uses a drum instead of a traditional rotary
design. Because of its design, it has several advantages over other buffing systems:
 Faster buffing and polishing. The BuffPro allows you to finish a job in half the time.
 Super comfortable to work. The BuffPro was designed by a professional detailer to be used all day long.
 No swirl marks – ever. The BuffPro drum makes it impossible to produce swirl marks.

Swirl marks are impossible with BuffPro.
Traditional rotary buffers can leave swirl marks even when used carefully. It is literally impossible to make swirl marks with BuffPro. Swirl
marks are produced by the rotation of a traditional buffer. But BuffPro rotates axially. This means that even a complete amateur can do a
professional polishing job on any automotive, marine or aviation equipment the very first time.
BuffPro is exceptionally comfortable.
The ergonomic pistol grips of the BuffPro Buffer keep hand and wrist fatigue to a minimum. No more weird wrist positions required – the
BuffPro was designed to be used all day long without discomfort.
BuffPro can polish almost anything
Any relatively flat, smooth surface can be polished using BuffPro in about half the time of traditional methods. This includes Bare metal,
Painted surfaces, Stone, Plastic and Fiberglass.
Multiple buffing pads are available for a variety of uses; including cutting, polishing, finishing and even sanding.
BuffPro was designed by a professional detailer for other detailers.
Everything about BuffPro has been designed so that professional detailers get the best shine for their customers with the least time and effort.
The BuffPro uses centrifugal force to keep the polishing compound toward the outside of the pad, reducing splatters and keeping pads cleaner,
longer. This cuts down on the amount of chemicals used and reduces the need for masking. The BuffPro has an electric motor, heat treated
precision cut gears and a variable speed locking trigger for ease of use – even for detailers who operate mobile shops.
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Foam pads (various grades) for use on paint.

Wool pads (various grades) for use on aluminium.

Description
Buff Pro 220v Heavy duty electric drum polisher. Model JF180E (Plug type C European)
Heavy Cut Wool Pad for BuffPro (For Aluminium Polishing)
SLW Wool Finishing Pad for BuffPro (For Aluminium Polishing)
Power Pad for BuffPro (For Paint Polishing)
Polishing Pad for BuffPro (For Paint Polishing)
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Part Number
BFP026
BFP027
BFP028
BFP029
BFP030

